
 

Good morning Year 5! 

For the next couple of days we have the most wonderful opportunity to write for a real-life 

author! Last Friday at your Zoom meeting with Mrs Robinson, you met Suzie Wilde. Suzie is one of 

our school governors but is also an author. She is currently writing her third book from her 

writer’s cabin in her garden, often wearing her pyjamas and in the company of her Labrador! 

Your task is to write the opening to a novel where the main character is introduced. Specifically, 

we are going to make the reader adore or despise this character from the beginning - using subtle 

introductory details or ‘inference’ on the part of the reader. 

 

 

Remember ‘inference’ is part of our reading VIPERS. You are going to draw together all of your 

experience of different characters from all the different books you have read, in order to write 

your own fabulous character introduction.  

When we read we are able to ‘infer’ different character traits by the actions of the characters. 

 

Below are eight tasks based on your meeting with Suzie Wilde and the two videos on the website. 

The eight tasks break down what Suzie has invited you to do. These tasks will take you all of 

Monday and Tuesday this week (there is no maths work until Wednesday!) 

Task 1 

Watch the two little video clips from Suzie Wilde. 

Task 2 

Look at Cole’s Kingdom. Read the extracts to the left and look at how the answers have been 

formulated to infer meaning from the text. Look at how the author has used the plot and setting 

to understand the characters and their reactions. 

Task 3 

Think about your favourite book character. What do you like about them? What do you dislike 

about their personality? What do you wish they could be stronger at? What is their Achilles’ 

heel? (Their debilitating weakness that they eventually overcome) 
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Draw them and list their attributes (personality traits, 

adjectives to describe them, their strengths and weaknesses). 

Use task 1 sheet. 

Task 4 

Invent your own story character and draw them. They could be 

the direct opposite of your favourite book character or a 

completely new one, they could be based on yourself or a 

friend. Think carefully about their attributes and their 

Achilles’ heel. Add this to task sheet 1. 

Think about a name for your character – does their name give you a feeling about their 

personality? The two below give you an idea of what I mean… 

   Draco Malfoy (in Harry Potter) – the collection of sounds in his surname makes it sound 

like you sneer when you say it just in the same way Malfoy sneers at Harry throughout the 

stories. 

 Patricia Porshley-Plum (in Who Let the Gods Out?) – a name full of alliteration to 

emphasise her hideous nature. Porshley – sounding a lot like ‘posh’ and ‘Porsche’ - gives you an idea 

about her character particularly her ability to be snobbish, her wealth and her greedy 

background. 

Play around with your name ideas, it might not come to you straight away. Makes some notes and 

fiddle with them to create the perfect name that suits your character perfectly. 

Task 5 

Where would your character feel most at home, so you can portray him/her in a favourable light? 

Where would you character feel least at home, so their Achilles’ heel or their anxieties / least 

favourable traits would appear? 

Decide on your setting – where do you want to introduce your character? Positive or negative – 

you choose! 

Draw your setting and label the most important features that might influence your character. You 

can do this straight into your home learning book or on a blank sheet of paper and stick it in. 

e.g.  a grumpy, tired child would least like to be ask to do homework therefore the setting 

might be at home surrounded by school books (negative setting – makes the character’s feelings 

worse) 

 a grumpy, tired child would love to be swinging in a hammock watching a beautiful butterfly 

fluttering past on the breeze (positive setting – makes the character’s feelings lift slightly) 

 

 

 

Achilles’ Heel 
Named after the mythical Greek 

hero Achilles, this is a term for a 

character’s weakness, often one 

that can be used by their 

opponent to try to defeat them. 

Giving your character an Achilles’ 

heel is a great way of into your 

story. 

 



Task 6 

Next begin to think about clues you could give about your character but leave your reader 

guessing and interested… below I have had a go and then thought carefully about my writing and 

what it would lead my reader to believe (infer…) 

The scar on his jaw throbbed, a constant reminder of his past. (Is he the criminal or the victim?) 

His memory wandered back to that fateful day, the ambush, the loss of his friend. (clearly the 

victim, clearly overpowered by another group or gang perhaps; you begin to feel empathy for the 

character as clearly he has lost someone close) 

Or: 

The day was hot and humid. It had been like this for weeks, not a breath of a breeze. Every day 

slightly less energy than the day before, less willing to do anything. Danny was bored. Bored to 

tears. As he kicked the dust along the lane, he thought of the days when his friends had come 

calling for him. Not anymore.  

Initially you think of heavy, sultry weather. Waiting for a storm to freshen the air. Of lethargy 

(extreme tiredness often associated with dehydration) or one day being the same as the day 

before. The word ‘bored’ makes you slightly irritated with Danny for not having an imagination or 

drive to keep himself occupied; then your feelings change to feeling sorry for him – something has 

clearly happened for his friends for them to stop calling for him. Danny’s perceived boredom has 

turned into sadness and loneliness. 

Not at any point have I written a direct description of my character Danny, I have deliberated 

avoided starting my paragraph with  

 Danny was a teenager who didn’t have any friends.  

I have left the reader to infer this from my writing. Danny must be a young to mid-teenager as he 

is out walking by himself. Danny clearly doesn’t have any friends anymore as they have stopped 

calling for him. Do you see what I mean? 

 

Or: 

Finally, the school bell rang. Sonya had positively wished the day away. She was so excited. Even 

when she had been awarded 5 merits for exceptional writing, all she could think about was getting 

home to her beloved Granny. She dashed down the pavement, weaving in and out of the car doors 

opening and shutting; in between the snatched conversations between mothers and their children 

asking how the day had been.  

Sonya stopped to cross the road, her toes curling around the curb stone waiting for a break in the 

traffic. Right, left, right, left watching and waiting. Suddenly time slowed, down to her side she 

noticed she was sharing the edge with a dear little hedgehog. 

‘Oh my!’ she exclaimed, ‘why you can’t cross here, you’ll be squashed flat!’ and with that she 

scooped it up and gingerly carried it across the busy road, depositing it carefully in a hedge on 

the other side. 



This time, Sonya is clearly a hard-working, caring and joyful child. She moves between being an 

excited, possibly hectic character to a caring, thoughtful and calm character. I have underlined 

the sections in the text to help you identify these personality traits. The name ‘Sonya’ also 

sounds a little like ‘song’ adding to her joyful temperament. 

 

Task 7 I would like you to write two openings for your story using the character you’ve created. 

One opening should be positive and portray your character in the best light and one negative, 

portraying your character in the worst light and highlighting their worst traits. 

Remember to add in details of the setting, this makes it easier to mix the character into the 

story without repeating details. 

 

Task 8 

Which opening was easier to write? Why do you think this was? Look back at your work, can you 

edit and uplevel your work? 

Have you included – 

 Capital letters in the correct places? 

 A range of perfectly used punctuation? 

 Careful spelling 

 Expanded noun phrases? Adverbial phrases,  

 Subordinating conjunctions for sentence openers? 

 Careful detail 

 Consider whether your reader uses inference skills to understand your character? 

 Are your openings a minimum of half a page? 

 Figurative language? 

 Pathetic fallacy in your setting? 

 Alliteration or onomatopoeia? 

 Similes or metaphors or personification? 

 Holophrastic sentences… can you remember what these are? 

 

Good luck, I know your writing will be marvellous and Suzie will be thrilled to receive it  

 

 

 

 


